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Abstract. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are 
being developed with ever higher accuracy. However, the use of ML also has its 
dark side. In the recent past, examples have repeatedly emerged of ML systems 
learning discriminatory and even racist or sexist patterns and acting accordingly. 
As ML systems become an integral part of both private and economic spheres of 
life, academia and practice must address the question of how non-discriminatory 
ML algorithms can be developed to benefit everyone. This is where our research 
in progress paper contributes. Using a real-world smart living case study, we 
investigated discrimination in terms of ethnicity and gender within state-of-the-
art pre-trained ML models for face recognition and quantified it using an F1 
metric. Building on these empirical findings as well as on the state of the 
scientific literature, we propose a roadmap for further research on the 
development of non-discriminatory ML services. 

Keywords: AI, Machine Learning, Ethical AI, Non-Discrimination 

1 Introduction  

In recent years, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and in particular the sub-discipline of 
Machine Learning (ML) have gained increasing attention in research and business 
practice. Due to the rise of data as an essential economic resource [1] and the higher 
computational power available [2], ML algorithms are being developed with ever 
higher accuracy. However, the use of AI also has its dark side [3, 4]. Like human driven 
discrimination, there are cases in which ML leads to discrimination against individual 
groups. Algorithms used in Human Resources (HR), for example, use attributes such 
as place of birth for identification and thus discriminate against certain population 
groups, or people of color are recognized more poorly or not at all in computer vision 
applications [5]. Therefore, new ML inventions must meet additional requirements 
besides a high degree of accuracy and be tested accordingly [6]. In order to prevent 
such systematic discrimination, the European Union (EU) published a guideline for the 



ethical use of AI and the non-discrimination of ML algorithms [7]. Based on the EU 
guidelines further concrete initiatives to assess and certify the trustworthy use of AI 
were also developed for instance by the Fraunhofer Institute for Intelligent Analysis 
and Information Systems IAIS or the Federal Office for Information Security [8, 9]. An 
ML algorithm producing different results for different demographic groups without 
these differences being professionally justified, can be seen as discriminatory. To date, 
there is little work on how such discrimination can be prevented in the development 
process of ML algorithms [10]. This paper represents the first step in an ongoing design 
science-orientated research approach aimed at closing this gap by answering the 
overarching question of how non-discriminatory ML services can be designed. Using a 
real-world smart living case study, we investigated discrimination in terms of ethnicity 
and gender within state-of-the-art pre-trained ML models for face recognition and 
quantified it using an F1 metric. In doing so, we also provide a practical foundation 
from which we derive a research roadmap for the development of non-discriminatory 
ML models. 

2 Related Work  

ML systems are increasingly used to assist humans with complicated decision-making 
tasks [11]. But there exist a variety of ethical and legal problems with such systems 
relating to transparency, accountability, explainability, and fairness [12, 13]. For 
example, algorithmic decision-making processes used by companies for hiring 
employees can lead to unfair treatment of certain groups of people, implicit 
discrimination and perceived injustice [10, 14]. One sample of an ML based system is 
face recognition, which is capable of uniquely identifying or confirming a person [15]. 
Despite the potential of face recognition to aid in law enforcement [16, 17] 
investigations, there are several significant problems with the technology. The fact that 
machines are often better at identifying white faces shows a persistent algorithmic bias 
in facial recognition technology, which may result in false positives that match a 
suspect's face to the incorrect identification [18]. Furthermore, even cutting-edge face 
recognition algorithms have been shown to be biased in terms of the input subject’s 
age, gender, and skin tone [19]. Developing adequate metrics to assess this bias is an 
important prerequisite for achieving equity in biometric systems [20–22]. Pereira et al. 
[23] introduced the Fairness Discrepancy Rate (FDR), which may measure recognition 
differences regarding different demographic groups when utilizing biometric 
verification systems. FDR addresses fairness by analyzing demographic disparities 
under the assumption of a single decision threshold [24]. Glüge et al. looked at a method 
for quantifying bias in a trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model for face 
recognition. It operates by evaluating the model's "blindness" to specific facial features 
in face embeddings based on internal cluster validation metrics [24]. Terhörst et al. 
found that the famous FaceNet, has lower recognition rates for female faces compared 
to male faces [25]. Findings could have implications for automated face recognition 
systems. Drozdowski et al. looked at the issue of demographic bias in biometric 
systems. They discovered that demographic variables could have a substantial effect on 
certain biometric algorithms, and that present algorithms are biased against certain 
demographic groupings. They found worse biometric performance in biometric 



identification systems for females and the youngest participants, as well as lower 
classification accuracy for dark-skinned females in the categorization of demographic 
characteristics from face pictures [26]. Existing public face image databases are 
strongly biased toward Caucasian faces, with other races (such as Latino) being 
considerably underrepresented. The models trained on such datasets have 
inconsistencies in classification accuracy, limiting the application of face analytic 
systems to non-white racial groups [19]. Robinson et al. built the Balanced Faces in the 
Wild (BFW) dataset, which balances gender and ethnic groups [27]. Inspired by the 
DemogPairs dataset for face images [28], the data is made up of evenly split subgroups, 
with an increase in subgroups, subjects per subgroup, and face pairs. 

3 Research Approach  

Our research sets up on the Design Science Research Paradigm and is aligned with the 
Information Systems Research Framework (ISRF) developed by Hevner et al. [29]. It 
is framed by the theoretical knowledge base and concrete practical requirements of our 
application domain, the smart living data ecosystem (See Figure 1). To gain an 
overview of the knowledge base relevant to our research, a non-systematic literature 
review was conducted to identify appropriate research addressing discrimination in ML 
algorithms. In this context, we refer to a comprehensive literature review by Köchling 
and Wehner [10], which we adopt for our foundation. The most important findings were 
briefly presented in section 2. The practical requirements result primarily from a 
concrete use case in the smart living domain, which is outlined as a case study in the 
following. The smart living data ecosystem encompasses application scenarios far 
beyond simple home automation and also includes other, more private areas such as 
smart energy management, health, elderly care or smart building security [30–33]. 
Thus, the domain offers diverse and promising application possibilities for ML 
services, while it is also characterized by strong data privacy regulations and diverse 
user groups that require inclusion [34]. One application that combines all these aspects 
is the intelligent gatekeeper. The intelligent gatekeeper is an AI service system that 
supports various use cases for keyless building and apartment access [32]. It involves 
different ML components, such as facial recognition, liveness detection, and a 
conversational agent, which inherently hold a risk of discrimination [35]. In a focus 
group interview [36] conducted with smart living experts, requirements for the 
gatekeeper and in particular the critical component of facial recognition were collected. 
All experts agree that the component must not discriminate in terms of age, gender, or 
ethnicity and enable equal access for all groups of residents. This requirement is the 
central paradigm in the implementation of the intelligent gatekeeper. In the following 
section, we explain the results that emerge from the case study above and present a 
metric for quantifying discrimination. 

4 Preliminary Results of the Case Study 

To assess whether and to what extent an ML algorithm is discriminating, the degree of 
discrimination must be made quantifiable. In the literature, this is often achieved by 



assigning a metric based on differences between demographic groups (see section 2). 
Our research in progress takes a similar approach to Pereira and Marcel [23] and uses 
the F1-Score. The F1-Score is a common measure of a test’s accuracy by combining 
precision and recall by means of the weighted harmonic mean [37]. It is chosen based 
on our use case, since both the precision and the recall of a facial recognition model are 
of importance for the smart living domain [34]. As a result, the maximum difference in 
F1-Score for separate demographic groups is used, as specified in equation (1):  
 F1-Difference = 𝑚𝑎𝑥%&𝐹!"! − 𝐹!""&) ∀𝑑# , 𝑑$ ∈ 𝒟  (1) 
Where 𝒟 is the set of demographic groups used in the evaluation. For the evaluation, 
we use the BFW dataset presented in section 2. Facial embeddings are calculated for 
all images in the BFW dataset based on the model that is to be evaluated. Those 
embeddings are used to calculate distances for all face pairings in the dataset, which 
are then processed into labels (match/non-match) based on a threshold. Image pairs 
with a distance below the threshold are labeled as a match and vice versa. The threshold 
is fit to the face recognition model and the BFW-dataset using the optimal combination 
of minimized FPR with maximized TPR in the ROC-Curve of the distances. Using the 
classification given by the face recognition model in combination with the correct 
classification and labels for demographic groups from the BFW-dataset, the F1-Score 
is calculated for each demographic group, allowing for the calculation of the difference-
metric. In our evaluation, five different face recognition models were tested, starting 
with the widely used Python face recognition library [38]. In addition, the well-known 
models VGG16 [39] and Resnet50 [40] were tested, as well as the Facenet and 
Openface models, which are supported by the Deepface Framework [41]. The results 
can be seen in the following table, displayed as the gap between the most advantaged 
group and the most disadvantaged group, named in the second column: 

Table 1. Results of the discrimination evaluation 

Face Recognition Algorithm Affected 
Groups 

Average F1-
Score 

F1-Difference 

Python Face Recognition White-Asian 0,84 0,188 
VGG16 Male-Female 0,60 0,032 
Resnet50 Black-Asian 0,93 0,033 
Facenet White-Black 0,67 0,080 
Openface Black-White 0,42 0,037 

The average F1-Score was added in Table 1 to establish the overall model performance 
disregarding possible discrimination. The least discriminating models are VGG16 and 
Resnet50. VGG16 might be 2 tenths of a percentage point less discriminating, but it 
also performs a lot worse overall seeing as its F1-Score is 0,33 lower than Resnet50. 
The worst model regarding discrimination is the Python Face Recognition, which is 
already marked as a problem in the corresponding Wiki entry [42]. 

5 Discussion and Conclusion 

Using a real-world smart living case study, in this paper we have investigated how 
discrimination occurs in ML-based face recognition. We analyzed pre-trained ML 
models on a dataset including faces of male and female individuals from different 



ethnic groups. Using the F1 score, we could show that some models examined provide 
highly different detection rates in between demographic groups. These results confirm 
that discrimination problems can be found in common face recognition models and 
expand the empirical knowledge base.  Since ML performance is strongly dependent 
on the input data used for training, testing and hyperparameter optimization, 
discrimination could e.g., be an issue caused by an imbalanced dataset e.g. face datasets 
containing underrepresented demographic groups [19]. Because features learned 
through face recognition models are abstract and difficult to interpret by humans, an 
explanation of why a model discriminates in concrete is often not possible [43]. These 
findings lead to the need for a systematic discrimination evaluation process created in 
the multi-stage procedure shown in the roadmap below. Our research directly 
contributes to theoretical and practical research in the fields of Information Systems, 
AI and ML. On the theoretical level, we provide additional empirical evidence that ML-
based face recognition algorithms can lead to unintentional discrimination. 
Furthermore, our work highlights a research gap: For the development of ML-based 
face recognition algorithms in a social and ethical setting, the identified discrimination 
issues need to be tackled before the algorithms can be applied in the real world. On the 
practical level, we proposed a first approach of how ML-developers can incorporate the 
measurement of discrimination in their development process. We highlighted that with 
the practical comparison of the F1-scores between different groups, discrimination 
issues can be detected. Moreover, we relate the theoretical considerations directly to 
the practical application of ML-based face recognition based on a case study. 

 
Figure 1. Research Roadmap based on the ISRF [29] 

This paper presents the first step towards answering our overarching research question 
on how to develop non-discriminatory ML services. Based on the empirical results from 
the case study (section 4) and the theoretical findings (section 2), the roadmap shown 
in Figure 1 was derived. We want to encourage other scientists to adopt the roadmap 
and contribute to this field of research. The next step in our research process will be a 
systematic literature review to identify design principles. Since there has been limited 
work on how to develop non-discriminatory ML services [10], we will extend the 
search to other related areas where non-discrimination measures are already 
successfully used. After that we plan an experimental study to test and apply our 
findings on the use case of ML-based face recognition. We also plan to generalize and 
conceptualize the findings by developing a process model for the development of non-
discriminatory ML algorithms. Finally, our conceptual and technical thoughts and 
findings will be evaluated using practical case studies. 
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